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Abstract

While index insurance offers a compelling solution to the problem of covariant risk among

smallholder farmers in developing countries, most weather based contracts suffer from poor

quality due to a low correlation between the index and farmer losses. Moreover, area yield

contracts are generally infeasible due to high data collection costs. This paper proposes and

analyzes an alternative index insurance contract, which combines a satellite based index with

the potential for a second-stage audit. The satellite index is created using a model which takes

publicly available high-resolution satellite data and converts them into an index. Using plot

level panel data from a retrospective yield survey among smallholder rice farmers in Tanzania,

we estimate a response function mapping actual yields to this index. If the index fails to predict

losses, an audit, in the form of a crop-cutting exercise, can be invoked at farmers’ request. Our

results suggest that the index explains approximately 60% of the variation in zone level yields

across years. Moreover, when combining this index with a possibility of an audit, this contract

closely mimics the payouts of an area yield contract, but at a fraction of the cost, as audits

are estimated to occur only 17% of the time. Based on expected utility analysis, we also show

that demand for this contract would exceed that of an area yield contract and a pure satellite

contract under reasonable loading cost assumptions.
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1 Introduction

An overwhelming body of literature has left no doubt that risk poses one of the greatest threats

to development in low-income economies. Particularly small scale farmers are plagued by risk, as

weather variation is the largest source of risk in agriculture (Cole and Giné 2010; Giné and Yang

2009) and because such risk is spatially correlated, making local risk sharing mechanisms ineffective

and affecting everyone in the community. While index insurance offers a compelling solution to the

problem of covariant risk, these products have generally suffered from low demand. For example,

Cole and Giné (2010) find that the adoption rate for a rainfall based index insurance product

offered to smallholder farmers in two regions in India is close to zero. This somewhat disconcerting

observation has prompted several empirical and experimental studies attempting to isolate the

determinants of the demand for index insurance. While this evidence suggests that price, liquidity,

interlinkage with credit, and trust all have an effect on demand, an issue which has only recently

received attention in the development literature is the quality of the contract itself. For example,

Clarke (forthcoming) develops a theoretical model demonstrating that the presence of basis risk, or

the risk that a farmer suffers a loss but the insurance index does not trigger a payout, could make

it optimal for a risk averse farmer to decline index insurance coverage. This result stems from the

fact that if a farmer suffers a loss but the insurance index does not trigger, she is worse off in the

bad state of the world with insurance than without insurance due to the payment of the insurance

premium.

The objective of an insurance contract is to maximize the welfare of farmers by smoothing

income fluctuations at the lowest possible cost. Traditional individual indemnity contracts do

in theory provide perfect coverage against actual losses, but are fraught with problems of moral

hazard and adverse selection. Extensive monitoring and verification could reduce the magnitude

of these problems, but this is often prohibitively expensive, thus making such contracts infeasible

for smallholder agriculture. Index insurance contracts, on the other hand, are based on a verifiable

index, that is correlated with, but cannot be influenced by individual outcomes. Hence, index

insurance contracts essentially eliminate moral hazard and adverse selection and typically require

no monitoring or verification of individual outcomes, making such contracts affordable even when

the insured amount is small. By construction, index insurance contracts are not intended to cover

idiosyncratic losses but rather to protect farmers against covariant yield or price shocks beyond the

control of individual producers. Therefore, index insurance contracts are not insurance contracts

per se, but rather hedging instruments, which may or may not help individual farmers smooth

income. The residual level of risk faced by the farmer is in the finance literature referred to as basis

risk, which if sufficiently high, can significantly reduce the value of index insurance to farmers, even

to the point where it is welfare-reducing.

Under an index insurance contract, this basis risk can be decomposed into two types of risk:
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1) design risk; and 2) non-insurable idiosyncratic risk. Design risk arises due to the inability of an

index to accurately measure covariant losses within a defined insurance zone, and manifests itself

as an imperfect correlation between the index and actual average zone-level losses. In contrast,

idiosyncratic risk is due to individual shocks that are independent across people within the zone,

and is thus uninsurable through index insurance. If we assume that farmers face no price risk and

that average yields within a zone can be accurately measured, then an index insurance contract

based on area yields will have no design risk. Hence, an area yield contract will offer the best

protection that an index insurance contract can have within a given zone; however, such contracts

are typically infeasible due to the high cost of collecting yield data for each insurance period.

Instead, index insurance projects in developing countries have almost exclusively used precipitation-

based indices, which have been shown to carry a relatively high level of basis risk, with correlations

between precipitation and biomass growth at the weather station ranging from .26 to .70 (Sims and

Singh, 1978; Price et al., 1998). Even lower correlations have been reported for the link between

rainfall indexes and crop production (Martyniak 2007; Staggenborg et al. 2008). Making matters

worse, weather stations are typically sparse and the agro-climatic landscape in Sub-Saharan Africa

is generally quite heterogeneous, with the result that basis risk increases sharply with distance from

the weather station. Smith and Watts (2009) show that if the spatial correlation between yields at

two farms is .5, the correlation between the precipitation index and yields at the farm located some

distance away from the weather station would be .35 or lower. Moreover, their simulation results

indicate that in this scenario, there is approximately a 60% probability that a farmer experiencing a

severe yield loss (yields less than 50% of average) will receive no indemnity payout. Moreover, in a

study of 270 weather based index insurance products in India over the period 1999-2007, Clarke et

al. (2012) shows that when there is a 100% loss at the sub-district level, the average claim payment

made was only 12%. These discouraging results prompt the need for more innovative insurance

contracts and further empirical research on the impact of basis risk.

In this paper, we propose and analyze an alternative to the typical weather based contract, with

the purpose of improving insurance quality without incurring the costs that area yields contracts

typically do. In particular, using yield data from a retrospective yield survey in Tanzania, we

design an innovative contract that uses relatively inexpensive satellite data as the primary index

but includes a provision which allows farmers to request an audit if the primary index fails to

predict area losses. We then ask whether this satellite based conditional audit contract can match

the performance of an area yield contract, but without the high costs typically associated with

collecting area yield data. Finally, we analyze whether such a contract would reduce risk and

improve welfare for smallholder farmers. To our knowledge, this is the first paper to consider an

index insurance contract that bases payouts on a combination of satellite data and audits. Moreover,

this paper is also one of the first to analyze the impact of basis risk on the welfare of individual

farmers using a plot-level panel data. Only one other paper (Jensen et al., 2014) studies basis risk
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on a household level. In their paper, they study a particular index based livestock insurance (IBLI)

made available to pastorarists in Northern Kenya, and find that IBLI reduces exposure to covariate

risk due to high loss events by an average of 63%.

The use of satellite data to estimate losses has received surprisingly little attention in the index

insurance literature. Giné et al. (2010) suggest that such an index is likely to have less basis risk

than a rainfall based index and a few informal studies provide some evidence of this (e.g. Carter and

Laajaj, 2009). In addition, several studies from the remote sensing literature have found varying

levels of correlation between satellite based indices and observed crop yields. For example, Rosema

(1993) develops a sophisticated model of evapotranspiration to simulate crop yields and tests his

predictions against several years of recorded biomass observations for 25 sites in Mali. While he

finds a relatively low R2 (.2) using farm level data, a much stronger correlation (R2 between .68

and .84) was found when using an improved version of her model to predict maize yields in Zambia

and Zimbabwe both at a provincial and at communal level for the years 1994-1997 (EARS, 2012).

Using a satellite based measure of water use efficiency (WUE) and radiation use efficiency (RUE)

to model wheat yield in India, Bhattacharaya et al. (2011) finds an R2 of .81 and .64 when

comparing predicted yields from the RUE model and the WUE model, respectively, to district

level average yield statistics for three seasons (2002/03-2004/05) in twelve selected wheat growing

districts within four agro-climatic zones in India. Moreover, while a large number of studies have

used various satellite based measures to predict crop yields, most of these are relying on county

level data or experimental plot data over a short time period to validate their models. Hence, by

using plot-level data that covers up to ten planting seasons, we are able to produce more accurate

estimates of the relationship between the satellite based measures and crop yields.

Our results show that both a contract based on a satellite index alone, and the satellite based

conditional audit contract exhibit a lower level of design risk than most weather based contracts

that exist on the market today. In particular, our satellite measure of Gross Primary Production

(GPP) explains 64% of the across-year variance in zone-level yields. Moreover, when adding the

possibility of an audit in the case the satellite index fails to predict losses, we show that the design

risk is virtually eliminated and that the performance of the satellite based conditional audit contract

closely mimics that on an area yield contract, despite the fact that audits would only be requested

17% of time. Our analysis also demonstrate that farmers’ willingness to pay for this contract

exceeds the actuarially fair premium by approximately 13% for farmers with a normal level of risk

aversion, and that under reasonable loading cost assumptions, demand may be as high as 34%.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 lays out the index insurance contracts

and the basic framework analyzed in this paper, while section 3 describes the data and the study

area. In section 4, we discuss the methodology used to analyze the performance of the index

insurance contracts and present the results. Section 5 concludes.
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Figure 1: Structure of a satellite based conditional audit contract

2 A satellite based conditional audit approach

The challenge of improving index insurance quality while keeping costs low has inspired the de-

velopment of a satellite based index insurance contract which uses audits for verification only if

the primary index fails. Under such a contract, the primary insurance index would be based on

relatively inexpensive satellite measures of crop health. While this satellite index is designed with

the objective of minimizing design risk and performs better than many existing weather based index

insurance contracts marketed to farmers, it is still an imperfect predictor of area yield losses, leaving

substantial basis risk in the hands of farmers. Hence, to combat this residual design risk, we add a

second layer of protection by letting farmers request an audit if they believe the satellite index does

not accurately reflect area yield losses. Figure 1 shows how such a contract might be structured.

Note that if the satellite index indicates that a payment should be made, the contract will pay out,

even if farmers have not experienced a loss. While such false positives might be seen as a windfall

to farmers in an otherwise good year, they will still reduce the quality of the contract, as farmers

implicitly pay for these windfalls through higher premiums. The idea of using a secondary audit

is currently being piloted in Ethiopea (see Berhane et al., (2014)), where it has been termed “gap

insurance”. In their project, the audit takes the form of a crop-cutting exercise, and payouts are

made if the average yield based on this verification falls below the trigger, even if the primary index

has not triggered a payout. To prevent unnecessary audits, incentive compatible penalties may

be imposed. For example, if farmers request an audit, but measured yields from the crop-cutting

exercise are either consistent with or higher than the yields predicted by the index, the farmers

would have to bear the cost of this audit. However, if the result of the audit uncovers yield losses

beyond those predicted by the satellite index, the insurance company would pay for the audit. This

system ensures that farmers would only request an audit when they are confident that the satellite

index is incorrect.

To create a framework the remaining analysis, consider an insurance contract, C, which makes

indemnity payments IC according to the function IC(Xzt, pC), where Xzt is a zone-level index and
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Figure 2: Examples of indemnity schedules

pC is a set of parameters specifying the relationship between the index and indemnity payments.

The actuarially fair premium can be approximated by PAFC,z = 1
T

∑T
t=1 IC(Xzt, pC) assuming T is

sufficiently large.

For simplicity, consider first an area yield contract which compensates farmers with an amount

equal to actual area yield shortfalls below the zone mean. Since we do not have data on prices,

we assume that incomes are equal to yields, which implies that all insurance payouts and incomes

are denoted in kg/acre. The red solid line in Figure 2 plots the normalized indemnity payment,
IAY (ȳzt,pAY )

ȳz
against the the normalized index ȳzt

ȳz
. Next, consider a satellite based contract. This

contract would pay farmers based on predicted zone-level yields, Xzt = ȳ∗zt; however, to allow for

easier comparison with the area yield contract, we adjust the indemnity schedule parameters, pIS ,

such that the actuarially fair premiums are the same: PAFIS,z = PAFAY,z. The blue dashed line in figure

2 shows an example of how the indemnity schedule for the satellite contract may be adjusted to

ensure that the average indemnity payments are the same between the two contracts.

Finally, consider a satellite based conditional audit contract that pays farmers according to the

results of the audit if the actual zone-level yield shortfall is at least higher than 5% of average

yields relative to the zone-level yields predicted by the satellite contract. Under such a contract,

the indemnity payment would first be calculated according to IIS(ȳ∗zt, pIS). Then, if farmers request

an audit, which they would do if and only if ȳztȳz −min(
ȳ∗zt
ȳz
, 1) < 0.05 assuming farmers have perfect

knowledge about zone level yields, the indemnity payment would equal ȳzt. Finally, in order to

ensure that the premium is the same as that of the area yield contract, the indemnity payment is

adjusted downwards by a constant factor1.

1A fourth type of contract was also considered, in which payouts are based on predicted losses for an individual
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The three contracts described here are the basis for the analysis in section 4.

3 Background and Data

In order to create an index which minimizes basis risk and to analyze how the proposed contracts

would affect the welfare of individual farmers, we need access to historic plot level yields and satellite

index data for the same plots. Ideally, we would rely on individual level yield data from longitudinal

household surveys; however, to our knowledge, there are no such surveys that cover more than 3-4

years in East Africa. Moreover, none of these existing household surveys include information on

the location of plots, which makes it difficult if not impossible to link the high-resolution satellite

data to individual farmer yields. Instead, we implemented a retrospective yield survey among

smallholder farmers to gather historic data on yields and locations of the corresponding plots.

While this approach might be prone to recall error, we feel confident that the data gathered are

quite accurate for various reasons. First, we collected data on rice, which is a major cash crop in

the study area, and most farmers we interviewed told us that they kept records of historic yields.

Second, the interviewers would refer to major events, such as elections and soccer World Cups,

to help farmers remember specific years. Finally, farmers were specifically told that there was no

penalty for not remembering data. The interview was on purpose made short to keep the focus on

the yield data, and we gathered data on rice yields, fertilizer use, acreage, planting/harvest times,

and the occurrence and severity of extreme weather events, for the years 2003-2012. Moreover, we

asked farmers to indicate on a detailed satellite map the approximate location of their plot(s). A

copy of the actual survey is included in Appendix 1.

Our study area consists of four wards located East of the Pare Mountains in the Same district

in the Kilimanjaro region of Tanzania (see Appendix 2 for a map of the study area), and covers

an area of approximately 20 by 5 kilometers. The main crops grown are paddy (rice) and maize,

and rice fields are clustered together with little other vegetation or crops. This makes rice the

ideal crop for satellite based index insurance, since pixels will suffer from little contamination from

non-rice vegetation. The rice clusters are also used as the basis for the insurance zones, since the

agro-ecological conditions are relatively homogenous within each cluster. In total, we define ten

separate insurance zones (see Appendix 2). Given the proximity to the Pare Mountains to the

west, most of the water enters the valley through rivers coming down from the mountains. Most

of the rice fields are irrigated using canals that link to these rivers. This implies that an index

insurance contract based on rainfall from weather stations located in the valley would likely fail to

using pixel-level data but only if predicted zone-level yields are below a certain trigger level. The purpose of this
contract would be to account for the heterogeneity of weather impacts across a zone while not inducing morally
hazardous behavior. However, our analysis of this contract showed that there was little heterogenuity across pixel-
specific predicted yields within a zone, resulting in this contract performing nearly identically to the the one using
zone-level data.
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Table 1: Summary statistics

predict drought and flood events. While this area can accommodate up to three growing seasons

per year, rice is normally only cultivated once annually, typically between mid-November and mid-

March, which covers the short rains period between December and February. While both droughts

are floods could impacts crops during any part of the growing season, the rice plants are most

vulnerable during the first month and a half following planting, which is also when rains are the

most uncertain. There is also significant variation across zones with respect to the drought/flood

risk. The three Northern zones are generally most prone to drought as they depend directly on

one river coming down from the mountains. The four zones in the Ndungu irrigation scheme face

the least risk due to a well-developed canal system. Finally, the three Southern zones, which are

located in a flood plain downstream from a major lake, face a smaller drought risk but a high risk

of flooding.

Within this study area, we randomly sampled a total of 400 farmers from 10 villages (out of 16)

chosen at random from local village lists. Farmers were selected proportional to the population in

each village, and were interviewed in a central location in each sub-village. Table 1 shows a set of

summary statistics, grouped by each of the ten insurance zones. We note that average yields vary a

fair bit across the zones, with the Ndungu irrigation scheme zones having the highest yield, and the

Southern flood plains having the lowing average yield. Fertilizer use also varies significantly across

zones, but is quite prevalent in this area. Finally, while there is some variation in planting/harvest

dates, most zones tend to plant in mid-November and harvest between mid-March and mid-April.

The satellite measures used to create the primary index are based on high-resolution (between

250 and 1000 meter square pixels), high-frequency (daily) remote sensing data, which are publicly

available, free of charge, from the NASA website. These data are produced by the MODUS satellite,

which started recording data in 2001, and is expected to continue to gather data into the unforesee-
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able future. In its raw form, the data covers both the infrared and the visual spectrum and capture

data in 36 spectral bands ranging in wavelength from 0.4µm to 14.4µm. Using models that are

well-established in the remote sensing literature, these images can be used to create a series of crop

health indicators, which have been found to be relatively accurate estimates of the actual measures.

In particular, some of the most relevant and commonly used measures of vegetation health are: 1)

Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI); 2) Fraction of Photosynthetic Active Radiation

(FPAR); 3) Leaf Area Index (LAI); 4) Evapotranspiration (ET); and 5) Gross Primary Produc-

tion. While most of these indicators are directly available from the NASA website, converting these

data into an index that can be used to predict yields for a particular plot or area requires several

steps. In particular, after the index data are either computed using the aforementioned models or

downloaded directly from the NASA website, they are adjusted for cloud cover and atmospheric

conditions. Then, the daily index data for a season are converted into a single value that can be

used to estimate crop yields. This is done by taking the integral of the index data between an

assumed planting date and harvest date, but adjusting for the background vegetation at planting.

Finally, in order to filter out non-rice pixels and to reduce the impact of “bad” pixels, we apply

a crop masking model and a spatial smoothing function. Given the massive data processing and

complex modelling required to run the data through these steps, we partnered with the SI Orga-

nization, which created a comprehensive model that automatically produces the final index values

we need. For a complete description of this work, see Merkovich, 2014.

4 Methodology and Results

In this section, we first develop and estimate a response function mapping the satellite index

values to the yield data. This response function is then used as the basis for the satellite based

index insurance contracts defined in section 2. We then analyze and compare the the performance

of the three different index insurance contracts and present a method for evaluating the welfare

implications of each contract.

4.1 Creating a yield response function

In order to minimize the design risk of an index insurance contract, we estimate a response function

which maps a satellite index to actual average zone level data. While a non-parametric method

would capture the potential non-linearities in the relationship between the index and yields, we

have too few zone level data points to get reliable out-of-sample predictions. Instead, we estimate

a simple linear model with zone level fixed effects:
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Table 2: Regression results for select yield response functions. Cluster robust standard errors in
parentheses. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

ȳzt = αz + β ∗ Indexzt + εzt (1)

We estimate equation (1) for all five indices, both with and without zone level fixed effects, and

as a switching regression with a different intercept and slope for index values below and above the

zone mean. Table (2) displays the results for a few select regressions with the best fit. Among the

five different indices, the Gross Primary Production index appears to perform the best. This is not

unexpected given that GPP is the most direct measure of produced biomass. Moreover, allowing

for a different intercept and slope for index values below the zone mean significantly improves the

fit. Finally, the zone level fixed effects are jointly significant, which is consistent with the idea that

different growing conditions in the different zones affect the relationship between GPP and yield.

Comparing the adjusted R2 of the different models, we find that the model using only GPP as the

index, zone level fixed effect, and allowing for a different intercept and slope below the zone mean

exhibits the best in-sample fit of the data with an adjusted R2 of 61.9.
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Figure 3: Actual versus predicted yields

Based on the estimates from this model, we can create predictions of zone level yields. These

predictions are then used as the primary index for the satellite based insurance contract. Figure

(3) shows a scatter plot of actual zone level yields versus predicted yields with a 45 degree line

superimposed. It is clear from the plot that the model is effective at distinguishing good years

from bad years. In particular, consider all the zone years for which actual yields were lower than

1,300kg/acre (corresponding to a 20% loss relative to the overall mean). All these data points have

predicted yields lower than the overall mean of 1,600kg/acre. Hence, an index insurance contract

which pays out for any year for which the predicted yield based on the satellite index is lower than

the mean would correctly target years when losses have actually occurred. However, the model is

less effective at predicting the severity of losses. In particular, for zone years where actual yields were

lower than 1,300kg/acre, there is no correlation between actual yields and predicted yields. While

we have no good explanation for this result, we believe it might stem from the imperfect biological

relationship between produced biomass and yields under extreme conditions. For example, during

a drought, the plant will first reduce the production of grains, while using the available water

to maintain the health of the plant itself, thereby resulting in a yield shortfall while the biomass

remains the same.

Finally, the red-colored points indicate zone-years for which farmers would request an audit

under audit rule described in section 2. Out of a total of 100 zone-year observations, only 17 would

result in an audit.
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4.2 Relative contract performance

When evaluating the quality of index insurance products, it is useful to first consider objective

measures of insurance quality such as actual payouts and the distribution of losses under various

contracts. The advantage of this approach is that it does not require any assumptions about how

farmers value such payouts or the distribution of final incomes with and without insurance. In the

next section, we move beyond objective distributions and estimate the welfare impact of different

contracts by assuming an underlying utility function.

We begin by studying the design risk of each of the three contracts described in section 2. By

construction, index insurance cannot protect farmers against idiosyncratic shocks; however, as we

show in the subsequent section, the magnitude of idiosyncratic risk relative to covariant shocks still

affects the value of index insurance to farmers. To study design risk, we assume that all farmers

within a zone are identical and that the only risk facing farmers is covariant risk. This is equivalent

to saying that farmers only care about zone-level incomes, which would be true under a perfect

risk sharing arrangement within the zone. We then calculate zone-level payouts, IC(Xzt, pC), and

resulting incomes, πzt, for the three different contracts and study payouts as a function of actual

normalized losses, and the distribution of zone level incomes after insurance relative to no insurance.

Figure (4) shows a scatter plot of zone level insurance payouts, IC(Xzt, pC), as a function of

normalized zone-level yields, ȳzt
ȳz

for the satellite only contract relative to the optimal area yield

contract. This plot illustrates clearly the finding from the previous section that while the satellite

model is effective at separating good years from bad years, it is less effective at estimating the

severity of losses. In particular, 23 out of 25 zone-years with less than 95% of average yields would

receive some kind of payout under the satellite only insurance contract. However, out of those 25

zone-years, 10 will receive insurance payouts that do not cover at least 95% of losses. With regards

to false positives, out of 28 zone-years with a higher than 105% of average yields, only 3 would

falsely receive an insurance payout under this contract.

Next, consider the impact on design risk when farmers have the option to request an audit.

Figure (5) shows the same scatter plot for the satellite based conditional audit contract. By the

setup of the audit rule, this contract can do nothing about the false positives, but it essentially

eliminates the cases when the contract severely underpays losses. During an audit year, the contract

still pays less than the area yield contract, but this is a result of the assumption that all the

contracts should have the same actuarially fair premium. If instead, the premium of the satellite

based conditional audit contract is not adjusted to account for the additional indemnity payouts

caused by the audits, the false negatives would be eliminated completely.

Another, and perhaps more useful, way to view these data, is to look at the distributions of final

zone-level incomes after indemnity payments are received and premiums are paid. In particular,

final incomes, πzt, are calculated as:
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Figure 4: Indemnity payments by zone-level yields for satellite only contract relative to area-yield
contract
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Figure 5: Indemnity payments by zone-level yields for satellite based conditional audit contract
relative to area-yield contract
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Figure 6: CDF of zone-level yields with and without insurance. Distributions assume that premiums
are actuarially fair

πzt = ȳzt + IC(Xzt, pC)− PC,z (2)

For ease of comparison, we assume that premiums are all actuarially fair. Figure (6) shows the

cumulative distribution function (CDF) of normalized incomes under no insurance, and under each

of the three different insurance contracts. Even after premiums are paid, all three contracts offer

an improvement over no insurance at the lower end of the tail. In particular, all three contracts

second order stochastically dominate the no-insurance option, which implies that if farmers only

care about covariant risk (which is a strong assumption), all risk-averse farmers would prefer to buy

either of the insurance contracts. Moreover, while the satellite based conditional audit contract still

has some design risk, no zone will suffer losses greater than approximately 20% of average yields

after insurance payments are made under this contract.

Although index insurance cannot address idiosyncratic risk, it is still informative to study how

these contracts affect the total risk faced by individual farmers. For a farmer who is not at all
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Figure 7: Probability of receiving a payout by individual-level yields under each of the three con-
tracts. A kernel density function of individual-level normalized yields is superimposed.

exposed to covariant risk, perhaps because she has invested in irrigation, even the “optimal” area

yield contract would not provide any benefit. Conversely, a farmer whose total risk is mostly tied

to covariant events would greatly value an area yield contract, and may also benefit from a less

optimal contract, provided that the design risk is not too large. Figure (7) shows the probability

of receiving a payout as a function of normalized individual yields. The function is created by first

calculating whether or not each individual in the sample receives an insurance payment in a given

year, and then fitting a local polynomial regression to these data. The plot shows that conditional

on losses, both the satellite based contracts pay out just as often as the area yield contract. For

example, a farmer with a complete yield loss will have a nearly 80% chance of receiving some amount

of insurance payout under all three contracts. The plot also demonstrates the relative importance

of idiosyncratic risk: during an average year, a given farmer would still have approximately a 40%

chance of receiving a payout.

Next, consider how actual indemnity payouts vary with losses under the three contracts. Figure
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(8) shows the results of fitting a local polynomial regression to individual indemnity payment data

(expressed in percent of individual historic mean yields) as a function of normalized individual

yields. First, note that the satellite only contract fails to distinguish high-loss events from medium-

loss events, as average payouts are roughly the same (17%) under a 60% loss as it is under a 100%

loss. The satellite based conditional audit contract corrects this shortcoming, and average payouts

are only slightly lower than those made under the area yield contract when individual losses are

high. However, due to the high level of idiosyncratic risk, neither contract offers great protection

against the total risk faced by farmers. For example, a farmer with a complete yield loss would only

receive an average payment of 30% of normal yields under an area yield contract. Under the satellite

only contract, the average payment is only 17%, while the satellite based conditional audit contract

would pay 24% on average. While these figures seem low, each of these index insurance contracts

may still provide valuable benefits to farmers. The next section explores the welfare implications of

index insurance, and analyzes whether farmers would be better off under each contract than they

would without insurance.

4.3 Welfare effects

While the previous analysis allows for an objective comparison of different contracts using actual

yield data, it provides no indication of whether any of these contracts would actually enhance

the welfare of individual farmers. As shown in Clarke (forthcoming), even an actuarially fair

index insurance contract might be welfare-reducing for a risk-averse individual if the basis risk is

sufficiently high. Understanding the welfare implications of index insurance is important because

it allows us to determine whether a particular contract should even be marketed to farmers. In

particular, if the design risk is sufficiently high, as is the case with many weather based index

insurance contracts, or the importance of idiosyncratic risk relative to covariant risk is sufficiently

large, index insurance may not improve the welfare of farmers even if they face significant production

risk. In this section, we use expected utility analysis to analyze how each contract would affect

the welfare of farmers. In particular, we assume a constant relative risk aversion (CRRA) utility

function, which is consistent with similar analysis of utility gains from index insurance (Woodard et

al, 2012; Clarke, 2014). Using the data from our yield study, we first estimate a model of zone-level

yields assuming an underlying Weibull distribution. Specifically, if ȳzt is average yield is zone z in

year t, and ȳz is average yield in zone z across all years, we estimate the parameters a1, a2, b1, b2

of the Weibull pdf using maximum likelihood estimation:

f (ȳz, a, b) =
a

b

( ȳzt
b

)a−1

e−( ȳzt
b )

a

(3)
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Figure 8: Indemnity payments by individual-level yields under each of the three contracts. A kernel
density function of individual-level normalized yields is superimposed.
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where:

a = a1 + a2 ∗ ȳz (4)

b = b1 + b2 ∗ ȳz (5)

Based on these estimated parameters, we can simulate draws of ȳszt for each of the ten insurance

zones. To calculate insurance payouts under the area yield contract, we compute IAY (ȳszt, pAY ) as

defined in section 2. For the satellite based contracts, in order to simulate insurance payouts, we

first need to create a response function linking ȳszt to an index value, or predicted area yield, ȳp,szt .

To do that, we estimate a switching regression allowing for a different intercept and slope if average

yields are below the zone mean:

ȳpzt = (γ1zt + dγ2zt) + (δ1zt + dδ2zt) ȳzt + εzt (6)

where d is a dummy which equals one if ȳzt < ȳz, and zero otherwise. Now, ȳp,szt are simu-

lated as random draws from the estimated model, and indemnity payments for the satellite based

contract and the satellite based conditional audit contract can be computed as ISI(ȳ
p,s
zt , pSI) and

ISA(ȳp,szt , pSA), respectively. To calculate actuarially fair insurance premiums for the different con-

tracts, we compute PAFC,z =for C ∈ (AI, SI, SA) as defined in section 2. Also, as described in section

2, the parameters of the indemnity schedule for the satellite based contracts are adjusted such that

their premiums are equal to that of the area yield contract.

Next, to simulate individual yields, we first estimate the following model based on Miranda

(1991) as a random intercepts and coefficients model:

yizt = αiz + βiz (ȳz − ȳzt) + εizt (7)

We assume that αiz and βiz are distributed jointly normal and that εizt are independent and

normally distributed. Using the coefficients and the variance-covariance matrix of the random

effects parameters from estimating equation (7), we can simulate individual yields ysimizt by making

draws from the resulting distributions.
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Figure 9: WTP for index insurance contracts

Using the simulated individual yields and insurance payouts under the three different contracts,

we calculate the expected utility of an individual, both with and without insurance:

EUiz,NI =

T∑
t=1

U
(
w + ysimizt

)
(8)

EUiz,C =

T∑
t=1

U
(
w + ysimizt + IC,zt − PC,z

)
(9)

where U(zizt) = 1
1−γ (zizt)

1−γ , γ is the coefficient of relative risk aversion, andw is initial wealth,

which we assume to be constant across individuals and time, and equal to the lowest value such

that final income is still positive for all individuals after insurance premiums are paid. Now, in

order to estimate the welfare impact of index insurance, we calculate an individual’s willingness to

pay (WTP) for each insurance contract under a range of risk preferences. In particular, we solve for

an individual’s premium PC,iz such that EUiz,NI = EUiz,C , and compute the mean WTP across

all individuals.
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Figure (9) shows the average WTP among farmers for the three different contracts over a

reasonable range of risk preferences (0-2.5). As expected, when individuals are risk neutral, the

WTP simply equals the actuarially fair premium of 133kg/acre. As farmers become more risk

averse, the benefit of all the insurance contracts increases, which is evidence that if priced at

actuarially fair rates, each of the insurance contracts improves the welfare of the average farmer.

Moreover, the area yield contract provides the greatest value to farmers at all levels of risk aversion,

which is not surprising given that this contract has no design risk, by construction. Finally, it is

worth noting that farmers’ WTP for the satellite based conditional audit contract is only marginally

less than that of the area yield contract. In particular, for an individual with a CRRA of 1, the

WTP for the area yield contract is 14% over the actuarially fair price, versus a 12.5% premium

for the satellite based conditional audit contract. Given that the latter contract would likely be

significantly cheaper to provide, this might in fact be a more viable contract than an area yield

contract.

The above analysis only considers the average WTP across all farmers. However, given that

there is significant heterogeneity between farmers in how closely their yields are correlated with

area yields (as measured by βiz in equation (7)), there will also be heterogeneity in farmers’ WTP

for index insurance. To estimate the demand for each of the three index insurance contracts, we

therefore calculate the percentage of farmers in the simulated population that would benefit from

the insurance, given certain assumptions about loading costs. In particular, we assume that all

three contracts have a base loading cost of 20% above actuarially fair prices. Moreover, complete

verification of area yields in all years would add an extra 20% premium, resulting in a loading cost

of 40% for the area yield contract. The satellite based conditional audit contract, however, only

requires verification of area yields 17% of the years, which assuming a linear cost structure, would

result in a premium of 23% above the actuarially fair price for this contract. Using these premiums,

we calculate the proportion of farmers benefiting from insurance as:

1

N

N∑
i=1

1 (EUiz,C > EUiz,NI) (10)

where 1() is an indicator function which equals one if the expression is true, and zero otherwise,

and N is the total number of simulated individuals.

Figure (10) displays the proportion of individuals in the simulated sample who would benefit

from each of the three different index insurance contracts under a range of risk preferences. While

an area yield contract commands the highest WTP, the demand for such a contract will likely be

low due to the high data collection costs. Both the pure satellite based contract and satellite based

conditional audit contract would have approximately the same demand for risk aversion coefficients
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Figure 10: Demand for index insurance contracts

less than 1; however, more risk averse farmers would prefer the satellite based conditional audit

contract, as it provides better coverage at a slightly higher premium. For farmers with a CRRA of 1,

demand would be 18%, 32% and 34%, under the area yield contract, the satellite based contract, and

the satellite based conditional audit contract, respectively. These findings are obviously dependent

on the loading cost assumptions; however, these assumptions are consistent with the premiums

charged by many microinsurance institutions in developing countries.

5 Conclusion and Discussion

While index insurance may in theory offer a promising solution to the problem of covariant risk in

smallholder agriculture, its impact has so far been limited in part due to the poor quality of many

index insurance contracts. In particular, the correlation between the index and farmer losses has

often been close to zero, implying that farmers are purchasing a lottery ticket rather than actual

insurance. While the impact of insurance quality (basis risk) has been studied extensively in the

literature on index insurance in a developed country context, very little research has focused on

the impact of poor insurance quality in developing countries, and even fewer make use of plot level

panel data to analyze the welfare implications of index insurance on a household level.
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In this paper, we use a unique panel dataset of plot-level rice yields in Tanzania to study the

welfare implications of an innovative index insurance contract that uses satellite data as the primary

index but contains a provision that allows famers to request an audit if the primary index fails to

predict yields. In particular, we compare the performance of such a contract to an “optimal” area

yield contract, which by construction has no design risk. We then use expected utility analysis to

estimate farmers’ willingness to pay (WTP) and demand for an area yield contract, a pure satellite

contract, and the satellite based conditional audit contract, under a range of risk preferences. Our

results demonstrate that by combining a primary satellite index with the possibility of an audit,

we can almost completely eliminate design risk at a very modest cost. In particular, under this

contract, we estimate that audits would be requested only 17% of the time, which implies that

audit costs would be approximately 1/6th of those incurred under an area yield contract, which

would require an audit for every season. Moreover, we show that farmers’ WTP for this contract

exceeds the actuarially fair price by approximately 12.5% for a farmer with a CRRA of 1, and that

demand might be higher than 30% even under unsubsidized commercial rates.

These findings may have important implications for the future of index insurance in developing

countries. Since most index insurance products in the developing world today are based on precipi-

tation measures, which have been shown to correlate poorly with actual farmer losses, the contract

we propose may offer a significant improvement over these contracts and might significantly improve

the welfare of farmers by more accurately insuring against covariate risk. However, further research

is needed to test the viability of this contract in a real-world setting, and a next step would be

conduct a small-scale impact evaluation by offering this contract to farmers though an insurance

company.

Finally, it is important to consider some of the limitations of these results. For example, the

satellite based yield response function has only been estimated for rice, which is clustered together

with little contamination from other vegetation or non-rice crops. If fields are more scattered, as is

the case with maize and sunflower and several other crops in developing countries, the correlation

between the satellite based measures and yields might be lower. Also, this contract would be most

appropriate in data scarce environments, such as African small-scale agriculture, and should not be

seen as a replacement for an area yield contract in places where area yield data are already available

at a low cost.
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6 Appendix

6.1 Appendix 1: Survey instrument

Figure 11: Survey recording sheet
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6.2 Appendix 2:

Figure 12: Map of study area
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